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Hello! I’ve just been reviewing words found in an online random word generator, 
again! Like last time, no words were skipped! Well, not intentionally anyway. I lost 
one word forever and had to replace it, but hey. Not to worry, the new one I found 
was incredible. Let’s go!

12th Hard

Some hard things are good, for example papadums (although I prefer soft ones that 
have been left out in the air for a while for whatever reason); hard Cornflakes are 
good, too (though again I prefer softer ones for whatever reason); and who doesn’t 
like hard biscuits? (I don’t like soft biscuits for whatever reason!) BUT hard cakes? 
Bread?? Pasta??? No, no, no!

11th Sleeve

I’m mostly indifferent to sleeves, tbh. I guess they’re handy in the Winter, but I really 
don’t think about them most of the time. If I’m being even more truthful, I don’t think 
I’ve thought the word ’sleeve’ in months, if not years. Don’t get me wrong, I certainly 
don’t HATE sleeves, I’m just saying in my line of work I’m more of an ideas guy.

10th Spontaneous 

Many people get told spontaneity is a good thing (with the exception of spontaneous 
combustions), personally I prefer it when I know when things are going to happen. 
Take for example birthdays: Sure, have fun on go karts (unless you’re forced to go 
with your dad like I was a few months ago - that was death), but isn’t it nice to look 
forward to things?? On the other hand, I find planning things I’m uninterested in 
incredibly boring. Luckily I like writing for this site. Or I’d be very upset. 

9th Nominate

Who gets nominated for something good? Someone else most of time, right? If so, 
who cares about nominations? Have I ever been nominated for something good? 
Only rarely. One time that sticks out was when I was allowed to go a shopping trip 
with the teacher and another lucky student during class time, as a 6 year old. It’s a 
damn fine memory, as vague as it is. Also, you can be nominated for bad things, too. 
Like experimental brain surgery. 

8th Qualification

Do you need qualifications? Some do, I don’t. Do I need my certificate I got from 
university, when I studied music? No. If anything, me posting my music on this site 
has given off somewhat of a negative impression. On the other hand, try finding a job 
as a teacher without proof you’ve studied. That compounded with having having a 
questionable personality like me, and you’re more than screwed. 

7th Response

It’s usually good to respond to things, right? Even if you’re responding to something 
that’s bad. I mean it’s probably for the best if you don’t stand and stare blankly, right? 
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Very bad for teachers, anyway. Not professional. It’s also very good if ambulances 
respond to emergency calls, quickly, etc. A fairly decent word. 

6th Stuff

Is it just me, or is stuff almost always good? CDs, DVDs, food stuffs, the list is 
endless. Sure you get bad stuff/bad CDs, but do you need to keep them? You do not. 
(Unless you come from an extremely sentimental/plain mental family, maybe). ‘Get 
stuffed’ is an insult obviously, but if you of a strong and creative mind like me, you 
can secretly work out how to take it is a compliment and you win. 

5th Investment

We’re getting wise, now. Of course investments are good. (Unless you’re dying, then 
they don’t matter). I wanted my The Danger of Proverbs book to be an investment, 
but to date I’ve only made about £1 from it. Well actually, as I bought a copy for 
myself I’m yet to clear the small amount of debt I’m in. BUT, if my novel did sell like 
hot cakes? Bangin’.

4th Full

Is being full better than an investment? Well it’s certainly better than my investment. 
Maybe it would have been better if I didn’t post my book on my site and make the act 
of paying for it pointless, but my thinking was people would like physical copies. I 
guess not. Anyway, wouldn’t it suck being hungry all the time? Only the coolest 
investment of all time would be better than missing even rubbish foods. If you can 
think what that investment may be? Well… can you tell me, please? 

3rd Rice

Mm, I do like rice. Especially special fried rice. Clue’s in the name - special. Do I like 
it more than being full? Well the thing is, one you try special rice, you won’t be able 
to stop eating it, so you’ll be full in the end. What about if a madman kidnaps you and 
only feeds you a small plate of rice? What then? Is that better than being full? No, 
but when has that ever happened??? Not even in the strangest of horror films. 

2nd Fitness

Ah, fitness. I do love going to the gym. Well, I love leaving the gym, anyway. Ahhh, 
feelin’ super duper. It’s the exact opposite of getting drunk, where you start off feeling 
great (I heard - I actually find the concept of not knowing what you’ve done quite 
disturbing) and then feel awful. In that respect, going to the gym is like alcohol for 
patient people. 

1st Electron

Where would we be without electrons, right? Very handy. Ok, I don’t know what 
electrons are, but what I do know is that they’re parts of atoms, and atoms make up 
everything. Not even fitness or rice can compete with that. And obviously, electrons 
are infinitely better than hard cakes. Of course they are.
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Ok, that’s me done! Maybe I over value certain foods, maybe I under value sleeves, 
but in the end I showed that I have a very rudimentary understanding of physics. If 
you’re wondering what the word I replaced with the lost one was, it was ‘investment’. 
Lucky me. As I placed it so high, it shows just how sensible I really am! Woo! Bye!


